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Jack and the Beanstalk Whitepaper

“We create a virtual world of joy”.
World is moving fast towards online solutions that are connected in some
extent to our daily lives. We spend our lives in parallel worlds more often and we
enjoy that. We have found a real value in the time spent online by infinite
options. Basically, online we:
-

Talk to our friends

-

Order food

-

Chat with our family

-

Buy clothes

-

Study what we like

-

Visit phantasy worlds

-

Listen to music

-

Build our empires

-

Watch movies

-

Find new friendships

-

Play games

-

Do relax

-

Gather information

We have an ambition to build a Magic Bean Token that will interconnect any of
our online activities in one place and will benefit us to spend our precious time
online. It sounds like fairy tale of Jack and the Beanstalk – Jack didn’t use his
time wisely, but once he discovered the Magic world, he became rich, and he
was granted for his time. Time is the one finite item that everyone of us has in
own hands and the Magic Bean Token will benefit everyone to spend time with
us.
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In the First stage, we will develop a token – Magic Bean Token (BEAN) that will
interconnect your online activities with various marketspaces where you can
spend BEANs, but you can also gain BEANs because you spend your precious
time with us. You will be able purchase goods, you will be able watch movies,
you will be able to send BEANs to your friends as a gift for their birthday and
many more. There will be infinite options how to gain BEAN such as giving your
opinions on the products, tasting new services and many more…

In the Second stage, we will develop Magic Bean World, the metaverse of the
BEAN where you will be automatically awarded by your time spending with us,
some activities will be awarded more, some will be awarded less same as in
the real life. We will develop a metaverse for your precious time. Where you will
be able to do anything, you do now, but you will be able to do even more. The
second stage is a vision of the BEAN and requires wide range of BEAN
community.

We will bring through BEAN an open platform where anyone on the Earth could
create anything no matter who he/she is, where he/she was born, where
he/she lives.
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Chapter 1: Background and Summary
Background and market pain points
Although the blockchain technology has achieved world-renowned progress
and popularity in the past decade, like other new technologies, it seems to be
complex and not easy to enter. It is now daunting and unattractive, just like the
invention of a car. At the beginning, although most people had seen the
tremendous power of the internal combustion engine, they could only use
horse-drawn carriages due to various limitations. Until Ford invented the
automobile assembly line, which lowered the production threshold and
manufacturing cost of automobiles, so that every household could use it and
owns a car. In the same situation, this blockchain field is now usually a paradise
for professionals and financial predators. Even if ordinary people participate in
the trading of tokens, they are easy to fall into the financial trap of being
harvested by financial capital.

At the same time, the connection between blockchain technology and the real
economy has not been breakthrough development. Especially in recent years,
under the influence of the epidemic and economic crisis, the shrinkage of the
real economy has affected the lives and employment of many people.

Solution
Magic Bean Project hopes that blockchain technology is no longer the unique
treasure of technical professionals and financial predators. All ordinary people
with curiosity and creativity should participate in the exploration and
construction of the ecosystem of the blockchain world. Through the internal
transaction and reward system of the magic bean world blockchain operation
mechanism, more users are guided to participate in the development of the
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magic bean world independently. Magic Bean Project not only builds a
decentralized token social platform, but also hopes to increase mutual trust
and communication between people in different regions on the Earth, to
establish multi-directional communication environment between users,
producers and creators, and promote from the information to the development
of value what do we do with our precious time. Magic Bean Project helps people
to build their own digital presence and builds each person's own blockchain
world. At the same time, BEANs are used as a link to build a channel of value for
producers, creators, and fans. In the economic aspect of this world, the Magic
Bean Project will build its own DeFi infrastructure:
-

1st stage development
o

Magic Bean Token (BEAN) – Token that will be the backbone of
the future Magic Bean World

o

o

Magic Bean Mall – Marketplace of Magic Bean World to exchange
Golden egg token (GET) – Stable coins with BEANs of Magic Bean
BEAN for various services, products, NFTs and many other
World

o

Beanstalk-Swap – system to complete the exchange between
various tokens, cross-chain, lending and pledge mining

o
-

Podwallet – Wallet to safety hold various tokens

2nd stage development
o

Magic Bean Community (MBC) – Community that will develop
market space, global communication and create value of
precious time of everyone

o

Giant´s treasure – NFT based decentralized market for art,
games, crafts, and any other various business

o

Magic Bean Mall – Marketplace of Magic Bean World to
exchange BEAN for various services, products, NFTs and many
other

-

3rd stage development
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o

Magic

Bean World –

Metaverse

Giant´s

world

that

will

interconnect individuals time and joy across the Market places,
Game portals, Job offers etc.
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Chapter 2: Overview of Magic Bean Project
Project introduction
The Magic Bean Project is such a magical world based on the SOLANA
blockchain. It breaks the boundaries of distance, connects people with
producers, creators and others, and makes full use of the power of blockchain
magic to create a vibrant economic system and social ecological circle.

The Magic Bean Project allow any producers and creators with an online fan
community to release their own cryptocurrency without having to master the
complicated SOLANA blockchain programming capabilities. Fans can purchase
cryptocurrencies issued by producers and creators to support their favorite
products and brands, and receive various benefits. With the help of BEAN,
manufacturers can conduct market promotion and determine scientific
production plans through fan voting. Creators can expand their fan base,
reward fans and earn stable income. Fans can get various benefits and grow
together with the brand.

Magic Bean Token
BEAN is the core token of Magic Bean Project and later the whole Magic Bean
World. To protect our Magic Bean world, people can get BEAN by exchange with
Golden Egg Token (GET). During the First phase people can use BEANs for
various of DeFi functions, such as stake options etc. In the second phase will be
BEAN used as a core currency of the Magic Bean World in our mall and people
will be granted by BEAN for their activities in our world. In the third phase will be
BEAN used as a core token for any kind of exchange.
BEAN functions:
(1) It is used for staking, maintains the NPoS consensus of Magic Bean
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Project, and guarantees the safe operation of the network.
(2) Used to provide guarantee for selected nodes.
(3) Digital brand tokens for the creation and use of token holders.
(4) Used to create and use NFT tokens
(5) Used to participate in stake and liquidity mining
(6) It is used to purchase various services in the context and publish reward
tasks.
(7) Transaction fees used to pay for the network.
(8) Various elections and voting for the on-chain governance mechanism.

Golden Egg Token (GET)
GET is the stable currency of BEAN in Beanstalk-Swap. It builds the reserve
assets of the project's treasury based on the value of the bean. Bean
community members can use bean tokens, bean LP liquidity, or other
mainstream currency LP to exchange GET.

Beanstalk-Swap
Beanstalk-Swap is an automatic market-making decentralized exchange
based on the concept of capital pools. It is similar in function to some DEXs on
the market. It integrates the advantages of Solana and Polygon ecological
chain and the prosperity of the Ethereum ecosystem, and supports the dual
mining mechanism of liquidity and transactions.
Beanstalk is committed to building a DeFi platform integrating DEX, IMO, IFO,
and DAO on the Solana, Polygon and Ethereum ecological chain, providing
users with more security and credibility, asset selection and configuration more
diversified, and decentralized token exchanges with high expected return on
investment, pledge mining and other services, and launched Happy Friday and
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other lucky and lossless lottery projects to reward users.
As the main token, BEAN is also the platform currency of the beanstalk-Swap
decentralized exchange. Lock-up mining and liquidity mining can be
performed on the exchange. Users can exchange BEAN on Serum, Raydium and
other

decentralized

exchanges,

and

then

conduct

liquid

mining

on

Beanstalk-Swap to obtain more tokens. After obtaining tokens, investors can
pledge on the beanstalk boardroom of directors. BEAN is minted for VBEAN
according to the amount of BEAN locked and the length of lock time, and the
pledge income and various rights and interests are obtained with the amount
of VBEAN.

People can also pledge various mainstream currencies on Beanstalk-Swap.
Beanstalk-Swap will automatically pledge these currencies on LunaDex,
SenSwap, Serum, Raydium to obtain higher returns for investors.

Podwallet
After people get the tokens, they can deposit them in the Podwallet for
payment and exchange of various tokens. In Magic Bean World, giants from the
financial world will be limited. Super-large transactions and vicious speculative
transactions will be subject to giant tax, normal small transactions will be
encouraged, and long-term currency holdings will be rewarded.

Magic Bean Community
Producers and creators and holders of BEANs can use the BEAN community to
build their own homepages and fan clubs, generate their own brand points
tokens with one click, and establish their own token and bean trading pairs in
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Beanstalk-Swap.

Producers and creators can develop and accumulate fans through the
homepage, and generate income through their own tokens. While supporting
their followers, fans can also enjoy the development dividends brought by the
appreciation of their tokens. The whole community produces healthy
development.
At the same time, producers and creators can also initiate project solicitation in
the community and raise enough tokens to complete the project.

Fans with tokens can use token voting rights to initiate a bounty vote for
customized products and services, and then producers and creators can
produce and create on demand, realizing real consumption needs to guide
production and avoiding waste of energy and resources.

BEAN holders can initiate bounty orders in the community, ask questions or
initiate tasks with tokens, and seek bounty hunters who can answer questions
and complete tasks. Other token holders can get bounty bonuses by
completing the tasks of bounty hunters.

Giant's Treasure
Giant's Treasure is a decentralized trading market for Non-Fungible Token (NFT)
on the solana blockchain. It's an aggregator of NFT marketplaces and host the
complete NFT lifecycle, allowing anyone to seamlessly create, buy, sell, swap,
farm, and leverage NFTs across solana blockchain. Using Giant's Treasure,
anyone can gain access to the entirety of their NFT, unlocking the total value of
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the NFT market.

Magic Bean Mall
MBM is the standard product centralized trading market of Magic Beans World.
BEAN holder could purchase services, products, NFTs, on the Magic Bean Mall.
MBM will interconnect all BEAN holders with other players on two-way
communication. It will not be only one-way exchange products (service
provider, seller) for BEAN (client), it will be also transfer of BEAN from sellers and
service provider to clients for their loyalty, feedback creation and many other
functions developed by the community.

Magic Bean World（magic metaverse）
After the above-mentioned multiple platforms have developed to a certain
level, a wonderful Big Bang will occur, and then they will merge together to form
a new metaverse the giant continent – Magic Bean World( magic metaverse).
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Chapter 3: Design of the Economic Model of Magic Bean
Token
BEAN distribution ratio and unlocking rules
What will the BEAN be technologically?
Solana is a future-proof blockchain currently supporting 50,000 transactions
per second, for less than $0.00001 each. It is possible for a centralized database
to process 710,000 transactions per second on a standard gigabit network if the
transactions are, on average, no more than 176 bytes. A centralized database
can also replicate itself and maintain high availability without significantly
compromising that transaction rate using the distributed system technique
known as Optimistic Concurrency Control [H.T.Kung, J.T.Robinson (1981)]. By
building on Solana, Magic Bean will be able to offer our users quick transactions
at a low cost.

-

Deployed on Solana Smart Chain (SOLANA) – standard SPL

-

Having additional and new functions

How will be Bean token distributed?
At the first stage, we would like to emit 10 000 000 000 BEAN. Why 10 billion
BEANs, answer is quite simple, there might be around 10 billion people on the
Planet in the next decades and we would like to start with situation that every
single individual could has the BEAN ones in the future.

Presale Bean
We will develop a BEAN for above mentioned vision, therefore we need to
collect first capital to support the project. From the first collected capital we will
develop:
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-

Tokenization platform and token itself

-

Business team to collect core opportunities to build all functions of First
stage and MGM of the Second stage.

-

Online app and web-based space for all these services and products

In the presale phase we would like to sell 790 000 000 BEANs for our ambitious
start. Why we choose 790 000 000 Bean to be sold? It is 7.9% of overall BEAN but
more important it is 10% of current population on the Planet. We will give this
opportunity to pioneering individuals to support our projects in this stage.
The pre-sale of tokens is mainly to achieve the goals of 4 phases:
-

Phase 1: Will cover settlement of the company and all legal requirement
to have headquarters in selected location and key office. Phase will also
cover development of the BEAN itself.

-

Phase 2: Will cover settlement of business team in at least two locations
that will encourage personnel, businesses, and other participants to join
in the future our MB project:

-

Phase 3: Will cover design and development of the Beanstalk-Swap:

-

Phase 4: Will cover the design and development of the Magic Beans
community:

These pre-sale coins will pay for the necessary cost of developing BEAN and
completing all the necessary functions of the above phases.
Total amount of BEANs:

790 000 000

BEAN

Airdrop Bean
The core step of our airdrop is to distribute BEAN among loyal users or partners.
After the launch of beanstalk, we will airdrop 10 000 000 BEAN (one thousandth
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of the total). We will develop an algorithm to identify loyal users with a large
number of VBEANs and high-potential users and partners who are beneficial to
the development of the entire community.

Total amount of BEAN:

10 000 000 BEAN

Project support BEANs
We are convinced that we will need the help of the community, especially
marketing, consultants, etc. during the development of the MB project.
Therefore we will use up to 22 500 000 BEAN to support projects related to all
necessary activities.

Total amount of BEAN:

225 000 000

BEAN

Team BEANs
We will also support the whole team of the Magic Bean Project. We will grant the
team members 10% of overall tokens – 1 000 000 000 BEAN. These tokens will be
issued in every stage of the project and will be locked and staked. Only 10%
team BEAN will be distributed before listing to Exchange.

Total amount of BEAN:

1 000 000 000

BEAN

Period of use: within 24 months from the date of launch, these BEANs will be
locked and will be released linearly after 24 months.

Remaining BEAN and Stake
There is available remaining number of BEAN in the amount of 7975 000 000
BEAN. These BEANs will be exclusively used for Stake function. Anyone who has
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obligation or option to stake BEAN will be granted by addition BEANs. We will
distribute all of these in coming 20 years – We believe that there will be 10
billion people on our planet in 20 years therefore we use this period to give
everyone the option to hold a BEAN in a future.
Stake option will ensure that we will have enough space and time to develop
healthy market and develop all the majority functions. Stake option gives
holders also unique value proposition to gain additional tokens.

Operation phase of BEAN
BEAN will be used mainly for transactions among the Magic Bean World (i.e.
Magic Bean Market). We will support small transaction to develop variety of
services and products and therefore we have developed two main processes
regarding the transaction:
-

Transaction fee: All of the transaction will be charged by a fee at the
level of 0.5‰ from every individual transaction. Transaction fees will be
collected started from the first Airdrop.

-

Lottery: Lottery: Every Friday we will randomly select lucky users. we will
use part of collected BEAN from the transactions and handling fees for
Stake earnings and minted into VBEAN, as a lottery prize. VBEAN users
can use VBEAN to buy lottery tickets, and winners can get VBEAN
bonuses.

-

Remaining part tokens received from the transactions and handling
fees for Stake earnings will be burnt or used to support the project.
Decision on division of remaining part is based on the Magic Bean
Project managers. The decision will be announced by the project
management, but the vBEAN holders of the boardroom can vote to
reject the decision.
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Economic design goals
The economic model of Magic Bean Project needs to strike a balance between
protecting the interests of all participants and the stable development of the
system. And it needs to be considered that the economic model can finally
smoothly guide the situational system to self-governance in the community. At
the same time, the participating parties can also supervise and restrict each
other to ensure the security and stability of the entire state. Therefore, a NPoS
like consensus mechanism is selected at the basic layer of the blockchain, and
community autonomy is the ultimate direction of development.

Giant Treasury and Magic Bean Mall are used as trading platforms. Users need
to pay or pledge Golden Egg Coins for listing and guaranteeing products. At the
same time, various service fees in the state are paid using BEAN. Like other
blockchain projects, the transaction fees for using the Magic Bean community
are also paid using BEAN. Magic Beans Project will eventually turn to community
self-governance, and the governance of the entire Magic Beans World in the
last stage will use VBEAN for on-chain parliamentary elections and voting, and
proposals for voting.

Roadmap
I.

Token issuance (BEAN and GET)

2022-01

II.

Pre-sale

III.

Beanstalk-Swap

2022-05

IV.

Podwallet

2022-07

V.

First Friday Lottery

2022-10

VI.

Magic Bean Community

2022-12 cont. growth

VII.

Giant´s Treasure

2023-06

2022-01
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2022-03

VIII.

Magic Bean Mall

2023-12

IX.

Magic Bean World – Metaverse
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2024-12

Chapter 4: Team and MBP Community
Magic Bean Company and Technical Team
Magic Bean Company
Bean coin company will be settled most probably in Malta. Malta has taken a
very progressive approach to cryptocurrencies, positioning itself as a global
leader

in

crypto

regulation.

Cryptocurrencies

are

recognized

by

the

government as “a medium of exchange, a unit of account, or a store of value.”
Malta has no specific cryptocurrency tax legislation nor is VAT currently
applicable to transactions exchanging fiat currency for crypto.
We believe that the country that is member state of European Union, has
positive approach to cryptocurrencies is one the best countries to build our
new universe.

Magic Bean Project management team
Tomas Smetka (Technology backbone)
Tomas is responsible for the technology development of the token and further
integration of marketplaces. Tomas and his will develop in the future also own
blockchain.

Ondrej Koc (Business development)
Ondrej is well-experienced with organizing and interconnecting business
activities

between

the

Czech

Republic

and

overseas.

With

his

7

years’experience working with the executive management of multi-national
corporations and 3+ years’ experience directing and operating the official
Czech representative office overseas.
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MBP community building（DAO）
There are many changes in the form of MBP. It can be a digital currency, a
system or an organization, or even a driverless car. They provide customers
with valuable services that can be currency transmission (such as Bitcoin),
application platforms (such as Ethereum), domain name management
systems (such as domain currency), or any other business model. These
business models are obvious, more like stocks of a specific institution rather
than a single currency. Each MBP has its own terms and conditions. Users will
always have the right to view their own, disposable, and digital currency MBP
shares, and may receive rewards from them. The Magic Bean community has a
strong consensus that it will create a MBP autonomous community, 100% of
which is managed by the community.
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Chapter 5: Disclaimer
Nothing in this White Paper constitutes legal, financial, commercial or tax
advice and you should consult your own legal, financial, commercial, or other
professional consultant before participating in any activity relating to this. The
staff of the platform, project R & D team members, third-party R & D
organizations, and service providers shall not be liable for any direct or indirect
damages and losses that may result from the use of this White Paper. This
White paper is for general information reference only and does not constitute
any offer for the prospectus, offer document, securities offer, solicit investment
or sell any product, item or asset (whether digital or other assets). The following
information may not be exhaustive or does not imply any elements related to
the contract. The white paper does not guarantee the accuracy or
completeness of the information and does not guarantee or promise to
provide the accuracy and completeness of the information. Where this white
paper contains information obtained from third parties, the platform and team
have not independently verified the accuracy and completeness of such
information. Moreover, you need to understand that the surroundings and
circumstances may change at any time, so this white paper may therefore be
obsolete, and the platform has no obligation to update or correct the content
and documents related to this. No part of this White Paper constitutes or will
constitute any offer of the platform, distributors and any sales team (as defined
in this Agreement) and may include the White Paper as the basis upon which
any contract and investment decisions rely. Nothing contained in this white
paper can be used as a statement, promise or guarantee of future
performance. By accessing and using this white paper or any of its content, you
will provide the platform, its affiliates and your team with the following
guarantees:
•

In any decision to purchase Token, you have not relied on any statement
in this white paper;

•

You will voluntarily bear the costs and ensure compliance with all laws,
regulatory requirements and restrictions that apply to you (as the case
may be);

•

You acknowledge, understand, and agree that Token may have no value,
does not guarantee nor represents any value and circulation attributes,
and cannot be used for speculation-related investments;

•

The platform and its affiliates and team members are not responsible or
liable for the value, transferability, liquidity of the Token, and any market
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that provides Magic Bean Project through third parties or other means;
•

You acknowledge, understand and agree that if you are a citizen,
national, resident (tax or other related), residence or green card holder
of a country that meets the following conditions, you will not be able to
purchase Eligibility for any token:

•

The sale of Token may be defined or interpreted as the sale of securities
(no matter what the name) or investment products;

•

The law prohibits access to and participation in the sale of Tokens or
countries and regions where Tokens are prohibited by laws, policies,
regulations, treaties or administrative regulations. The platform and
team will not and do not intend to make any representations,
guarantees, and commitments to any entity or individual and hereby
assume no responsibility (including but not limited to the accuracy,
completeness, timeliness, and reliability of any other material content
published by the platform). To the maximum extent permitted by law,
the platforms, related entities and service providers shall not be liable for
any direct, special, incidental, incidental, indirect, or other loss arising
from the use of the White Paper, and, including but not limited to any
resulting

breach

or

negligence

and

any

loss

of

revenue

or

profit).Potential purchasers should carefully consider and evaluate all
the risks and uncertainties (including financial, legal, and uncertainty
risks) associated with the sales, platforms, distributors, and teams. The
information provided in this white paper is intended for community
discussion only and is not legally binding. No obligation to enter into any
contracts and binding legal commitments for the acquisition of Magic
Bean Token, except that this White Paper will accept no virtual currency
or other form of payment. Token's sales agreement and long-term
continuous holding of Token are subject to a set of separate terms or a
purchase agreement containing relevant terms and conditions (as
appropriate) that will be provided to you individually or available to be
obtained from the website. If there is any inconsistency between these
Terms and Conditions and this White Paper, these Terms and Conditions
shall prevail. The regulator did not review or approve any of the
information listed in this white paper, and no provision is or will be
required in the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any
jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this white
paper does not mean that the requirements or rules of applicable laws,
regulations have been fulfilled and complied with. This is just a
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conceptual white paper to describe the prospective development goals
of the Magic Bean Project to be developed. This white paper may be
modified or replaced from time to time. There is no obligation to update
the white paper and provide information beyond the content of this
white paper. All statements, press releases and publicly available
statements contained in this white paper and possible oral statements
made by the platform and the Magic Bean project team may constitute
forward-looking statements (including relevant statements of intent
and confidence and expectations in current market conditions,
operating strategies and plans, financial conditions, specific provisions
and risk management decisions). Note that you do not rely too much on
these forward-looking statements because they involve known and
unknown risks, uncertainty risks, and other factors that may result in
actual future results very different from those described by these
forward-looking statements, while stating that there is no independent
third party to review and judge the reasonableness of these statements
and

assumptions.

These

forward-looking

statements

are

only

applicable to the dates shown in this white paper, and the platform and
the Magic Bean Project team expressly state no responsibility (whether
express or implied) for any consequences or events arising from and out
of amendments to these forward-looking statements. The name or
trademark of any company or platform used herein (other than that
relevant to the platform or its affiliates) does not imply any association
or endorsement with these third-party platforms and companies. The
specific companies and platforms mentioned in this white paper are for
information and description only.
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